
Transcription of Bishop Soil Inclosure Act 
 

ANNO SEPTIMO 
 

GEORGII III.  Regis. 
 
 

AN 
 

A   C   T 
 

FOR 
 

Dividing, Inclosing, and draining a parcel of Waste Ground or Common called Bishop Soil, in the several parishes of Howden and Eastrington, and in 
the Parish or Parochial Chapelry of Blacktoft, in the East Riding of the County of York. 
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To set out publick and 
private Ways, Fences, 
&c. 

 

 

 

 

 

And be it further Enacted, That the said Commissioners, or the major Part of them, shall and may 
set out and appoint any such publick and private Roads and Ways, as well for Carts and Carriages as 
Horse Causeways, and all such fences, Ditches, Banks, Bridges, Gates, and Stiles, as they shall think 
convenient to be made in, over, and upon the said waste Ground or Common so to be divided and 
allotted as aforesaid, so as all such publick Carriage Roads be Sixty Feet broad at the least, between 
and exclusive of the Ditches or Fences; and that the said private Roads shall be of such Breadth as 
the said Commissioners, or the major Part of them, shall and are hereby authorized and required to 
Proportion the Burthen of such publick Roads and Ways amongst the several Townships herein 
before-mentioned, according to the Allotments of the said waste Ground or Common which shall 
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be made to the Proprietors of Estates within each such Township respectively ; and such publick 
Roads and Ways shall, after the First making and finishing thereof, be from time to time repaired 
and kept in Repair by the Inhabitants of such Townships respectively, within which the same shall 
be adjudged or determined to lie in and by the said Award or Instrument of Allotments, and in such 
Manner as other publick Highways are or shall be by Law directed to be repaired; and that all such 
publick Road and Ways, as well for Carts and Carriages as Horse Causeways, shall be completed 
made and finished for the First Time, by the Order and under the Direction o the said 
Commissioners, or the major Part of them, and the Charges thereof shall be assessed upon, born, 
and paid by the Proprietors of Allotments of the said waste Ground or Common respectively, in the 
same Manner as the Charges and Expences of such Division and Allotments are herein after 
directed to be assessed, born, and paid ; and that after the making any such Roads and Ways so to 
be set out and appointed, it shall not be lawful for any Person or Persons, in any Manner 
whatsoever, to use any other Roads or Ways, either publick or private, in, over, or upon the said 
waste Ground or Common so to be divided and inclosed as aforesaid ; and that all the former 
Roads and Ways in or over the said waste Ground or Common, which shall not be awarded to 
continue to be used as such in and by the said Award or Instrument of Allotments, shall be deemed 
as Part of the said waste Ground or Common to be divided and inclosed, and shall be divided and 
allotted accordingly as Part of such waste Ground or Common ; and that all the private Ways, 
Fences, Ditches, Banks, Bridges, Gates, and Stiles, so to be set out and appointed as aforesaid, shall 
be made and provided, and at all Times thereafter repaired, cleansed, maintained, and kept in Repair 
by such Person or Persons, and in such Manner, as the said Commissioners, or the major Part of 
them, shall by their said Award or Instrument of Allotments order, direct or appoint ; but 
nevertheless all such publick Drains and other Works which shall be made or erected for the 
draining the said whole waste Ground or Common, shall be made at the general Charge of all the 
said Proprietors, to be assessed by the said Commissioners as hereafter mentioned, and shall be 
from time to time supported and preserved by the Trustees herein after-mentioned, at the like 
general Charge of all the said Proprietors, by Assessments to be made from time to time as 
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Occasion shall require. 
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Page 322 
And we order determine and Award that All the Roads herein before Awarded and directed to be 
Publick Roads shall for ever hereafter be maintained and kept in repair by such ways and means and 
in such manner as the Publick Highways are repaired by the Laws and Statutes of this Realm 

 

 Page 326 And we order determine and Award that there shall be one other private way or Road Forty feet of 
Assize in Breadth as and where the same is now staked and set out for the use of the owners and 
Proprietors of Lands and Grounds herein Awarded their Tenants Lessees Heirs and Assigns 
respectively and their Servants Horses Cattle Carts and Carriages only and to be called Hare 
Rudding Lane leading from the said Sleights Road Westwards into and over part of the said 
Common along the South side of part of the Lordship of Spaldington and part of the Lordship of 
Brind to the North End of the said Howden Road at Brind Lane End 

 

 Page 330 And we order determine and Award that the several Owners and Proprietors of Lands and 
Grounds within the respective Townships herein Awarded shall for ever hereafter repair and 
maintain so much of the several private Roads herein Awarded as are herein before mentioned to be 
situate within the same Townships respectively 

 

 
 

Adjacent Landowners 
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We Allot Award and Assign unto the said George Brook his Heirs and Assigns in severalty Eight 
Acres two Roods and Thirty four Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands 
herein Awarded to Richard Elletson on or towards the East Lands herein Awarded to William 
Andrew on or towards the West a new private Road herein Awarded and called Hare Rudding Lane 
on or towards the North and Lands herein severally Awarded to Thomas Carter and Jane Fotherby 
on or towards the South And we order direct and Award that the said George Brook his Heirs and 
Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East side and North 
and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said Richard Elletson 
the said Hare Rudding Lane and the Lands of the said Thomas Carter and Jane Fotherby 

 

 Page 223 We Allot Award and Assign unto the said Isaac Broadley his Heirs and Assigns in severalty Twenty 
nine Acres and Eighteen Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein 
Awarded to Ann Maslin on or towards the East Lands herein severally Awarded to the said Edward 

 



Nixon and William Whitaker on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the 
North and ancient inclosed Lands in Cavel on or towards the South And we Award and declare that 
part of this Allotment containing Five Acres one Rood and Fifteen Perches of Land lying on the 
East End thereof is and shall be Copyhold And we order direct and Award that the said Isaac 
Broadley his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the 
East End and North side of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said Ann 
Maslin and the said Hare Rudding Lane 
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We allot award and assign unto the said James Craven his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Seven 
Acres one Rood and thirty four Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands 
herein awarded to the said William Andrew on or towards the East Lands herein severally awarded 
to the said Matthew Clark James Craven Walter Sharp and Ann his Wife and William Peck and Jane 
his Wife on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North and Lands 
herein awarded to the said Thomas Stephenson and Mary his Wife on or towards the South Which 
said Seven Acres one Rood and thirty four Perches of Land contain the Allotment of the said James 
Craven Also that purchased by him of Thomas Clark And We award and declare that Part of this 
Allotment containing four Acres one Rood and thirty six Perches of Land lying on the East Side 
thereof is and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said James Craven his 
Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side 
and North and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said William 
Andrew the said Hare Rudding Lane and the Lands of the said Thomas Stephenson and Mary his 
Wife 

 

  We allot award and assign unto William Peck late of Asselby aforesaid Yeoman and Jane his Wife 
their Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Two Acres Two Roods and twenty seven Perches of Land (be 
the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said James Craven on or 
towards the East the said Howden Road on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or 
towards the North and Lands herein awarded to the said Walter Sharp and Ann his Wife on or 
towards the South And We order direct and award that the said William Peck and Jane his Wife 
their Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East 
and West Ends and North Side of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said 
James Craven the said Howden Road and the said Hare Rudding Lane 

 

  We allot award and assign unto William Andrew of Howden aforesaid Inn keeper and Jane his Wife 
their Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Seven Acres and seventeen Perches of Land (be the same more 
or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said George Brook on or towards the East 

 



Lands herein awarded to the said James Craven on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane 
on or towards the North and Lands herein severally awarded to the said Jane Fotherby and Thomas 
Stephenson and Mary his Wife on or towards the South Which said seven Acres and seventeen 
Perches of Land contain the Allotment purchased by the said William Andrew and Jane his Wife of 
Thomas Cade And We order direct and award that the said William Andrew and Jane his Wife their 
Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side 
and North and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said George 
Brook the said Hare Rudding Lane and the Lands of the said Jane Fotherby and Thomas 
Stephenson and Mary his Wife 
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We allot award and assign unto Richard Elletson of Howdendike in the Parish of Howden aforesaid 
Yeoman his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Twelve Acres One Rood and twenty eight Perches of 
Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said Ann Turnell on 
or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the said George Brook on or towards the West the 
said Hare Ruding Lane on or towards the North and Lands herein severally awarded to the said 
Thomas Carter and John Stephenson on or towards the South Which said Twelve Acres one Rood 
and twenty eight Perches of Land contain the Allotment purchased by the said Richard Elletson of 
Thomas Anderson David Langton and Robert White And We order direct and award that the said 
Richard Elletson his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and 
Fence on the East Side and North and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from the 
Lands of the said Ann Turnell the said Hare Rudding Lane and the Lands of the said Thomas 
Carter and John Stephenson 

 

  We allot award and assign unto the said Ann Turnell her Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Thirteen 
Acres two Roods and thirty four Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands 
herein awarded to the said John Clark on or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the said 
Richard Elletson on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North and 
Lands herein awarded to the said John Stephenson and antient inclosed Lands in Cavill aforesaid on 
or towards the South And We award and declare that part of this Allotment containing Two Acres 
two Roods and twelve Perches of Land (be the same more or less) lying on the East Side thereof is 
and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said Ann Turnell her Heirs and 
Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side and North 
End and Part of the South End of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said 
John Clark the said Hare Rudding Lane and the Lands of the said John Stephenson 

 

  We allot award and assign unto the said John Clark his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Eight Acres  



Two Roods and twenty six Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein 
awarded to John Thompson on or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the said Ann Turnell 
on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North and antient inclosed 
Lands in Cavill aforesaid on or towards the South Which said Eight Acres two Roods and twenty 
six Perches of Land contain the Allotment purchased by the said John Clark of Edward Vause 
William Vause John Voase Edward Vause the younger Sarah Vause and Elizabeth Vause And We 
order direct and award that the said John Clark his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever 
maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East End and North Side of this Allotment to divide 
the same from the Lands of the said John Thompson and the said Hare Rudding Lane 

  We allot award and assign unto John Thompson of Howden aforesaid Cordwainer his Heirs and 
Assigns in Severalty Four Acres of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein 
awarded to the said Edward Nixon on or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the said John 
Clark on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North and antient 
inclosed Lands in Cavill aforesaid on or towards the South And We order direct and award that the 
said John Thompson his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and 
Fence on the East End and North Side of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the 
said Edward Nixon and the said Hare Rudding Lane 
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We allot award and assign unto the said Edward Nixon his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Fifteen 
Acres and nineteen Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein 
severally awarded to the said Isaac Broadley and William Whitaker on or towards the East Lands 
herein awarded to the said John Thompson on or towards the West Lands herein severally awarded 
to the said William Whitaker and Isaac Broadley and the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the 
North and antient inclosed Lands in Cavil aforesaid on or towards the South Which said fifteen 
Acres and nineteen Perches of Land contain the Allotment of the said Edward Nixon Also that 
purchased by him of Boaz Thompson And We award and declare that Part of this Allotment 
containing One Acre and thirteen Perches of Land lying on the West End thereof is and shall be 
Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said Edward Nixon his Heirs and Assigns shall 
make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East End and North Side of this 
Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said Isaac Broadley and William Whitaker and 
the said Hare Rudding Lane 

 

  We allot award and assign unto the said William Whitaker his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Seven 
Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said Isaac 
Broadley on or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the said Edward Nixon on or towards the 

 



West and South and the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North Which said seven 
Perches of Land contain the Allotment Purchased by the said William Whitaker of Joseph Watson 
And We award and declare that this Allotment is and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and 
award that the said William Whitaker his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a 
sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side and North End of this Allotment to divide the same 
from the Lands of the said Isaac Broadley and the said Hare Rudding Lane 
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We allot award and assign unto Robert Sutton the Infant Son and Heir at Law of Robert Sutton late 
of Howden aforesaid Tanner deceased and Thomas Sutton of Howden aforesaid Gentleman their 
Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Twenty four Acres one Rood and twenty three Perches of Land (be 
the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said John Bankson or towards 
the East antient inclosed Lands in Cavil aforesaid and Lands herein awarded to the Heirs of 
Matthew Maslin on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane and Lands herein awarded to 
the Heirs of the said Matthew Maslin on or towards the North and Lands herein awarded to the 
said George Kitchin and the said Sleights Road on or towards the South And We award and declare 
that Part of this Allotment containing three Acres one Rood and eleven Perches of Land lying on 
the North End thereof is and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said 
Robert Sutton and Thomas Sutton their Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a 
sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side and Part of the North and South Ends of this 
Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said John Banks the said Hare Rudding Lane 
and the said Sleights Road 

 

  We allot award and assign unto the Heirs of Matthew Maslin late of Howden aforesaid their Heirs 
and Assigns in Severalty One Acre Two Roods and twenty seven Perches of Land (be the same 
more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said Robert Sutton and Thomas Sutton 
on or towards the East and South Lands herein awarded to the said Isaac Broadley on or towards 
the West and the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North And We order direct and award 
that the Heirs of the said Matthew Maslin their Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain 
a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side and North and South Ends of this Allotment to 
divide the same from the Lands of the said Robert Sutton and Thomas Sutton and the said Hare 
Rudding Lane 

 

  We allot award and assign unto the said (John Banks his Heirs and Assigns in Severalty Eleven 
Acres three Roods and six Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon Lands herein 
awarded to Sir George Allanson Winn Baronet on or towards the East Lands herein awarded to the 
said Robert Sutton and Thomas Sutton on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding Lane on or 

 



towards the North and the said Sleights Road on or towards the South And We award and declare 
that Part of this Allotment containing three Roods and thirteen Perches of Land lying on the North 
End thereof is and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said John Banks his 
Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and Fence on the East Side 
and North and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from the Lands of the said Sir 
George Allanson Winn the said Hare Rudding Lane and the said Sleights Road 

  We allot award and assign unto Sir George Allanson Winn of                    Baronet his Heirs and 
Assigns in Severalty Fourteen Acres Two Roods and one Perch of Land (be the same more or less) 
adjoining upon Lands herein awarded to the said Thomas Athorpe of Howden on or towards the 
East Lands herein awarded to the said John Banks on or towards the West the said Hare Rudding 
Lane on or towards the North and the said Sleights Road on or towards the South And We award 
and declare that Part of this Allotment containing nine Acres and seventeen Perches of Land lying 
on the West Side thereof is and shall be Copyhold And We order direct and award that the said Sir 
George Allanson Winn his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch 
and Fence on the East Side and North and South Ends of this Allotment to divide the same from 
the Lands of the said Thomas Athorpe of Howden the said Hare Rudding Lane and the said 
Sleights Road 
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We allot award and assign unto the said Thomas Athorpe of Howden his Heirs and Assigns in 
Severalty Six Acres and twenty four Perches of Land (be the same more or less) adjoining upon the 
said Sleights Road on or towards the East and South Lands herein Awarded to the said Sir George 
Allanson Winn on or towards the West and the said Hare Rudding Lane on or towards the North 
Which said six Acres and twenty four Perches of Land contain the Allotment purchased by George 
Athorpe (late of Howden aforesaid Gentleman deceased Father of the said Thomas Athorpe of 
Howden) of the late Charles Allanson And We order direct and award that the said Thomas 
Athorpe of Howden his Heirs and Assigns shall make and for ever maintain a sufficient Ditch and 
Fence on the East Side and North End of this Allotment to divide the same from the said Sleights 
Road and the said Hare Rudding Lane 

 

 
Drains 

 Page 332 And we order determine and Award that there shall be one other good and sufficient Drain 
beginning at the ancient Gate called Wood Lane Gate leading Northwards along the East side of the 
said Howden Road to the West End of Hare Rudding Lane 

 

  And we order determine and Award that there shall be one other good and sufficient Drain  



beginning at the North End of the said Howden Road leading Eastwards along the South side of 
the said Hare Rudding Lane to the said Sleights Road 
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And we order determine and Award that there shall be one other good and sufficient Drain 
beginning at the South side of the said Hare Rudding Lane leading Southwards along the West side 
of Lands herein Awarded to George Brook thence thence Westwards and thence Southwards along 
part of the North side and West End of Lands herein Awarded to Jane Fotherby to the North side 
of the said Vicar Lane 

 

 Page 335 And we order determine and Award that there shall be one other good and sufficient Drain 
beginning at the North End of a Lane called Cavel Lane leading North Eastwards along the West 
side of the said Sleights Road to the East End of Hare Rudding Lane thence Eastwards across the 
said Sleights Road to the West End of the said Carr Drain 

 

 
Bridge/Tunnel 
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We order determine and Award that the several Carriage Bridges and Tunnels hereinafter Awarded 
shall be for ever hereafter maintained and kept in repair at the general Charge and expence of the 
several Owners and Proprietors of Lands and Grounds herein Awarded their Tenants Lessees Heirs 
and Assigns that is to say, One Carriage Bridge over the said farr Drain at the East End of 
Gowthorpe One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain at the West End of Scalby One other 
Carriage Bridge over the same Drain across the said Road One other Carriage Bridge over the same 
Drain at the East End of Packman Lane One other Carriage Bridge over the said near Drain against 
ancient inclosed Lands in Skelton called the Crofts One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain 
at the North End of Hassle Croft Gate One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain across the 
Highway or Road leading from Kilpin to Laxton One other Carriage Bridge over an ancient Drain 
belonging to Laxton lying East of the last mentioned Bridge One other Carriage Bridge over the 
said near Drain at at the End of a Lane or Road leading into ancient inclosed Lands in Laxton called 
Short Butts One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain against ancient inclosed Lands in 
Balkholme belonging to William Whitaker One other Carriage Bridge over an ancient Drain near 
the last mentioned Bridge leading into ancient inclosed Lands in Balkholme One other Carriage 
Bridge over the said near Drain at or near the East End of the Town of Balkholme One other 
Carriage Bridge over the same Drain across the said Hull Road One other Carriage Bridge over the 
same Drain across the said Eastrington Road One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain across 
the said Barmby Road One other Carriage Bridge over the same Drain across the said Howden 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Road One other Carriage Bridge over the Drain dividing Lands in Eastrington herein Awarded to 
Isaac Broadley One other Carriage Bridge over the Drain dividing Lands in Metham herein 
Awarded to the said Joshua Dunn One other Carriage Bridge over the Drain dividing Lands in 
Metham herein Awarded to Amaziah Empson One other Carriage Bridge over a Drain intended to 
be made in Lands in Yokefleet herein Awarded to the said Amaziah Empson One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Howden Road against Lands in Howden herein 
Awarded to Thomas Athorpe of Thorpe One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across 
the same Road against Lands in Howden herein Awarded to the Trustees of the Poor of Howden 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands in Howden 
herein Awarded to the said Hesther Arthur One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across 
the East End of the said Weighing Post Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the West End of the said Vicar Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across 
the said Vicar Lane against Lands herein Awarded to the Vicar of Howden One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the West End of Swanfleet Lane one other Carriage Bridge in 
under or across the said Swanfleet Lane between Lands herein Awarded to Richard Bainton and 
William Caister one other Carriage Bridge in under or across the East End of the said Burdon Lane 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Burdon Lane against the North 
West Corner of Lands herein Awarded to Sarah Staines One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the said new Drain Lane against the North West Corner of Lands herein Awarded 
to the said Hester Arthur One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the East End of 
the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Thorpe Road 
against a Barn in Thorpe belonging to Thomas Athorpe One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the East End of the said Braidley Garth Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel 
in under or across the West End of the said Skelton Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the East End of the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the said Barmby Road against Lands herein Awarded to Lord Gallway One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Eastrington Road against Lands herein Awarded to 
William Sotheron Esquire One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Hull 
Road over a Drain herein before Awarded leading into and through Lands in Kilpin herein 
Awarded to Isabella Bacon One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road 
against Lands in Linton herein Awarded to Richard Jewitt One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the same Road at the South End of Saltmarsh East Lane One other Carriage Bridge 
or Tunnel in under or across the same Road at the South East Corner of ancient inclosed Lands in 
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Newland One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the South End of Saltmarsh East 
Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the North End of Kilpin Road One 
other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands in Kilpin herein 
Awarded to John Croyser One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Brow 
Lane against Lands in Balkholme herein Awarded to the said Richard Jewitt One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the West End of the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in under or across the North End of Mortar Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the said Linton Lane against Lands in Linton herein Awarded to the said Richard 
Jewitt One other Carriage Bridge or Tunner in under or across the North End of the same Lane 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the South End of Addle Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the South End of Spends Wood Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the East End of Saltmarsh North Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Hare Rudding Lane against the North End of 
Lands in Howden herein Awarded to George Brooks One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under 
or across the West End of Portington Road One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across 
the West End of Reinsciff Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the East 
End of the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Bell Lane 
against Lands herein Awarded to Richard Bell One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the West End of the said Middle Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the said Sleights Road against the East End of Hare Rudding Lane One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands herein Awarded to Lord Gallway 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said middle Lane against the South 
West Corner of Lands in Knedlington herein Awarded to the said Thomas Athorpe of Howden 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in or under or across the South End of the said Stripe Lane 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said new Carr Lane adjoining the South 
side of the said Middle Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said new 
Carr Lane adjoining the North side of the said Middle Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the said new Carr Lane against Lands herein Awarded to the Heirs of the late 
George Eskricke One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Lane against 
Lands herein Awarded to Thomas Athorpe of Howden One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the South End of the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the South End of Barmby Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or upon the 
same Lane against Lands in Eastrington herein Awarded to Robert Burton One other Carriage 
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Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Middle Lane against the South West Corner of Lands 
in Eastrington herein Awarded to the Heirs of Sir Michael Wharton One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in under or across the North End of Hildyard Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or upon the South End of the same Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the West End of Free School Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across 
the same Lane against the North West Corner of Lands herein Awarded to William Atkinson One 
other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the West End of Milking Stile Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Owsthorp Road against Lands in Barmby 
herein Awarded to Beilby Thompson One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the 
same Road against Lands in Owsthorpe herein Awarded  to Elizabeth Dunn One other Carriage 
Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands herein Awarded to Sir Robert 
Hildyard One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Hith Field Lane against 
Lands in Hith herein Awarded to Edward Geldard One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the said Ing Nook Lane against the Division of Lands in Metham herein Awarded to Joshua 
Dunn and Amaziah Empson One other Carriage or Tunnel in under or across the East End of the 
same Lane over Anserdam One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the South End 
of the said Anserdam Lane One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said 
Sandholme Lane over Thornton Dam One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the 
said Leavens Lane against Lands in Blacktoft herein Awarded to Thomas Leavens One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Packman Lane against Lands herein Awarded 
to Richard Boaze One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Thornton Dam 
Lane against Lands herein Awarded to William Caister One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in 
under or across the same Lane against the North side of Cotness Lane One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in under or across the same Lane against Lands in Laxton herein Awarded to Christopher 
Bayles One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or upon the South End of the same Lane One 
other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Cotness Lane against Lands in Cotness 
herein Awarded to Philip Saltmarsh and Philip Saltmarsh the younger One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in under or across the East End of the same Lane adjoining Packman Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnell in under or across the East End of Mill Lane over Thornton Dam One 
other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the West End of the same Lane One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the said Sandholme Road against Lands in Sandholme 
herein awarded to John Eland One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same 
Lane against Lands in Benetland herein awarded to George Garnet One other Carriage Bridge or 
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Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands in Staddlethorpe herein awarded to James 
Empson One other Carriage Bridge or Tunel in under or across the same Road against Lands in 
Gilberdike herein awarded to Philip Scholfield One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or 
across the South End of the said Bellasize Road over Part Dike One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in under or across the South End of Thornton Road over Thornton Dam One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the old Lane against antient inclosed Lands in 
Clementhorpe belonging to John Dickinson One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in the old 
Inclosure in Clementhorpe belonging to the said John Dickinson One other Carriage Bridge or 
Tunnel in the antient inclosed Lands of the said John Dickinson called the Crofts in Clementhorpe 
One other Carriage Bridge or Tunel in under or across the West End of Beverley Road One other 
Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road against Lands in Gilberdike herein 
awarded to Betty Ann Jarratt One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnell in under or across the same 
Road over Thornton Dam One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under or across the same Road 
against Lands herein awarded to Sir George Metham One other Carriage Bridge or Tunnel in under 
or across the East End of the same Road entring upon Wallingfen And one other Bridge or Tunnel 
in under or across the South End of the said Greenoak Lane 

 




